









Note:	Use:		tab key, only to access input boxes;
			scroll bar to navigate the form;
			mouse to access hyperlink.
	
The information you send to us may need to be passed to colleagues within the Department for Education and Skills and/or published in a summary of responses received in response to this consultation. We will assume that you are content for us to do this, and that if you are replying by e-mail, your consent overrides any confidentiality disclaimer that is generated by your organisation’s IT system, unless you specifically include a request to the contrary in the main text of your submission to us.The Department may, in accordance with the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information, make available on public request, individual consultation responses. This will extend to your comments unless you inform us that you wish them to remain confidential.
































Please insert ‘X’ in one of the following boxes that best describes you as a respondent.
		Licence holder				User (pupil/student)










































































































































































Thank you for taking the time to let us have your views. We do not intend to acknowledge individual responses unless you tick the box below.
Please acknowledge this reply		







Code of Practice on written consultation

The following seven standards from the Cabinet Office Code of Practice on written consultation should be reproduced in all consultation documents. This is binding on Departments. Ministers’ reasons for any departures should be explained.

All UK national public consultations are required to conform to the following standards:

1.	Timing of consultation should be built into the planning process for a policy (including legislation) or service from the start, so that it has the best prospect of improving the proposals concerned, and so that sufficient time is left at each stage.
	
2.	It should be clear who is being consulted, about what questions, in what timescale and for what purpose.
	
3.	A consultation document should be as simple and concise as possible. It should include a     summary, in two pages at most, of the main questions it seeks views on. It should make it as easy as possible for readers to respond, make contact or complain.
	
4.	Documents should be made widely available, with the fullest use of electronic means (though not to the exclusion of others), and effectively drawn to the attention of all interested groups and individuals.
	
5.	Sufficient time should be allowed for considered responses from all groups with an interest. Twelve weeks should be the standard minimum period for a consultation.
	
6.	Responses should be carefully and open-mindedly analysed, and the results made widely     available, with an account of the views expressed, and the reasons for decisions finally taken.
	
7.	Departments should monitor and evaluate consultations, designating a consultation co-ordinator who will ensure the lessons are disseminated.
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